Area 7 FFA Leadership Camp June 14-16, 2022
Hello Students and Advisors,
I am very excited that you are interested in joining everyone at ALC ‘22! We are wanting those students
that have a passion for the FFA and want to be involved in Area 7 to attend the camp. The price per
camper is $175 and participants will receive a water bottle, t-shirt, and all meals included. All
applications and money are due to the area camp table at Area Convention on Saturday, May 15th by
noon (this includes all district and area officers applications as well). Please see the list of items that is a
separate document that should be brought to camp (bedding, sunscreen, etc). Just a reminder that
students must be in school appropriate clothes while at camp and that they will also need an outfit for
the dance (they must meet State FFA Dance Dress Code).
The Area VII FFA Camp Application must have all parts completed with signatures for each camper and
the ranking page submitted for each chapter; along with payment for the camper(s) applications. Any
student that becomes an Area Officer will be paid for by the Area to attend and those that are District
Officers are usually paid for by their respective districts to attend. If a student is not selected to attend a
reimbursement will be made to the payee of the check or if it was a single payment the check will be
returned to the school of that student. If a student is selected to attend camp and cannot attend, a
refund will not be issued and will be offered to another student of the same gender at that school first
and if one is not able to go a student from another chapter will be selected. The number of campers is
not guaranteed as it all depends on the number of chapters applying for camp, the ratio of males to
females, and sleeping accommodations. Area and district officers that have been elected to the position
automatically will be selected to be part of ALC when they turn in their forms but please mark on the
chapter ranking form their names in the appropriate section. In addition, all chapters need to fill out the
form to rank the students in the order that you would like to have them attend from your chapter (one
ranking sheet per chapter). Please do not submit any applications for students who are not in good
conduct standing in your FFA program or school. Advisors to the respective Area Officers will also be
required to be at the camp during its duration so please mark on the form in the advisor spot the
information requested.
The ALC expectation is that the school advisor is picking and dropping off the students that are attending
the camp. If the advisor is not able to, then an authorized parent/guardian of the child that will be
attending is dropping off and/or picking is allowed but please notify Ms. Henderson by email the name
of the student, the parent(s) name and the chapter. Students will not be allowed to drive their own
vehicles to the camp for any reason, they must be accompanied by an Ag Teacher or Parent/Guardian to
and from camp. If they are an Area Officer they may be permitted to drive since they come the day
before however their keys will be relinquished to Ms.Henderson after arrival. If an arrangement needs
to be made during the camp time please text me that information to 210-789-6539.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Lauren Henderson
Area 7 Camp Coordinator
lhenderson@judsonisd.org
210-789-6539

